GENERAL

- University Cinema supports the MPAA rating system to the fullest extent possible and encourages patrons to become familiar with the MPAA rating guidelines.
- No one under 17 years of age is admitted to a R-rated film without being accompanied by a parent or guardian 21 years or older.
- Please take a moment to familiarize yourself with the MPAA rating system below. This information can be found at MPAA.org or FilmRatings.com.
- Once the feature has begun, any person who enters the building will not be allowed entrance.
- The University of West Alabama & The University Cinema does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, religion, age, and disability or sexual orientation.
- As a courtesy to other theater patrons, seat holding is not allowed. In case of sell-out conditions, you may be asked to move over to accommodate others.
- Appropriate attire must be worn at all times. As a family environment, appropriate or lack of attire will be grounds for dismissal.
- Horseplay, loud or obscene language, or any other disruptive behavior will not be tolerated.
- Talking or disturbing other patrons during the feature will not be tolerated.

COSTUMES / MASKS & PROPS:
- University Cinema does not allow permission to wear any kind of costume, picture of face, facial tattoos, anything resembling weapons, props or fake weapons.

BACKPACKS/PACKAGES/BAGS:
- All backpacks, packages and large bags of any kind are subject to inspection.

PURCHASES:
- $8.00 minimum purchase is required on all cash & Credit Card transactions. Do not accept bills larger than $20.00

LOST & FOUND:
- University Cinema is not responsible for lost, stolen, or unattended personal items. Before leaving the theater, please check around your seat for any personal belongings.
- For assistance, visit the feature please contact UWA Campus Police at 205-665-9909.

TIGER BUCKS:
- Using an active student's Tiger Card, with or without the student's permission or knowledge, is prohibited and subject to disciplinary action.

UWA STUDENTS:
- UWA Undergraduate Students who are accompanied by an adult will receive one (1) free admission each week.

COSTUME CONDUCT:
- Violators of the Code of Student Conduct will be subject to further disciplinary action.

STUDENT CONDUCT:
- University Cinema governs the conduct of students and organizations in all behavioral manners, interference, or the intentional attempt to frustrate or interfere with the personal or property rights of any person, whether a student or not. No person other than the University community, visitor, or the University itself can interfere with or prevent the Code of Student Conduct Violators of the Code of Student Conduct will be subject to further disciplinary action.

FOOD & DRINK:
- No outside food or drinks will be allowed into the theater.

PERSONAL DEVICES:
- Please refrain from using cell phones or any other personal communication device while in the theater.

NO PUBLIC RESTROOMS:
- No public restrooms at University Cinema.

NO SOLICITATION:
- Soliciting or loitering is not allowed.

NO SMOKING:
- University Cinema is a smoke and tobacco free environment. All tobacco products are prohibited.

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE:
- Surveillance to enhance the quality of the life of the campus community by integrating the best practices of surveillance and security. University Cinema is undergoing video surveillance. Information obtained from the technology will be used for safety and security purposes and for law and order procedures, where appropriate. The purpose of this policy is to protect individuals and property, and the use of camera systems to observe and record activities for the purposes of safety and security. For more information, please reference your UWA Campus Handbook.

REFUND POLICY:
- There are no refunds after purchase. However, due to extenuating circumstances, please consult theater management.

AGE POLICY:
- Children 11 and under must pay admission price.
- Infants are only permitted into G rated films and must be accompanied by an adult.
- Must be 13 or older to purchase a single ticket for a feature.
- An adult escort, if preferred, is required to accompany and remain in the theater with any underage individuals.
- No One Under 13 is admitted to an R-Rated film and accompanied by a parent or guardian over 21 years of age.
- Find 21+ Hq! is limited to purchase tickets when there are age restrictions.

For films rated “R” by the MPAA:
- A person must be at least 21 years old in order to purchase multiple tickets.
- Theater management reserves the right to alter or mail the movie for which the additional tickets are purchased.
- Patrons 17 years of age or younger must purchase a film of 13 or older if the additional tickets are purchased.
- Patrons 17 years of age or younger must purchase a film of 13 or older if the additional tickets are purchased.
- Patrons 17 years of age or younger must purchase a film of 13 or older if the additional tickets are purchased.
- The theater reserves the right to refuse entrance to any patron who presents a false or altered identification along with a ticket to the theater.

For films rated “PG” by the MPAA:
- A person must be at least 15 years old in order to purchase multiple tickets.
- The theater reserves the right to alter or mail the movie for which the additional tickets are purchased.
- Patrons 15 years of age or younger must purchase a film of 12 or older if the additional tickets are purchased.